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In addition to money, politics, and religion, the other topic that Americans find 

most uncomfortable to talk about is medical issues. If you have a Jewish 

background, like me, then there’s an exception to that rule. Bunions and detailed 

accounts of having your gall bladder removed are perfectly normal dinner 

conversations. But really, health is on everyone’s mind right now. We have an 

extreme, justified fear of sickness and all the layers of uncertainty that come with 

that, as well as grieving the loss of our normal lives. Those feelings and fears were 

familiar to me, as I saw them rising up around me over the last few weeks. 

 

Long before our current pandemic, I got to know about debilitating illness and 

fear firsthand. When I was twenty-one, I had neurological Lyme Disease that went 

undiagnosed for months. I had infection and swelling in my spine and brain. After 

six weeks in the hospital, a diagnosis and treatment finally happened, but the 

damage was done and it took a decade of ups and downs to get back to some 

form of a “normal” life, that thankfully I retain today. There are some remnants 

from the illness, but I also carry with me the personal growth and life perspective 

gained. 

 

Mind, body, and spirit are intertwined in ways impossible to pull apart. As part of 

my illness, I developed panic attacks. The experience of having a panic attack is 

hard to describe. When you are worried about something, it feels like you have an 

unsure footing. When it turns to anxiety, the ground begins to shift beneath you. 

When panic sets in, you have fallen into quicksand and are sinking rapidly, 

grasping for anything to stop you from getting swallowed, but feeling no control 
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over the cataclysmic descent. No matter what form fear takes for you, our whole 

society is feeling an increase in anxiety. 

 

Fear warns us about danger and helps keep us safe, but when it takes over, it gets 

in the way of our well-being. We have much to fear right now, since we are in an 

unprecedented stressful world crisis. It can be hard to know how to cope, 

especially when so many unknowns exist and we feel lost in a new, strange 

normal. 

  

Passover starts this Wednesday evening, commemorating the Jewish people’s 

exodus as slaves from Egypt. After Moses leads his people’s escape, with plagues 

all around, and the Jews get safely away, they do not arrive in the Promise Land. 

They wander in the desert for forty years. In some ways, it feels like we are 

wandering in a desert now - feeling isolated, facing lurking dangers, supplies 

seeming to be scarcer, the sand shifting beneath our feet.  

 

To cope with the desert, the Jewish people built a tabernacle, a temporary but 

solid structure for worship. They put their most sacred treasures in the 

tabernacle. If we look at this symbolically, it shows us the need, when we feel 

most lost and afraid, to build something solid and grounding with what is most 

sacred to us. We individually and collectively need to build our metaphorical 

tabernacle that will nurture our spirits, nourish our bodies, and clear our minds 

for the unknown journey ahead. Sometimes there is no way around the suffering, 

but noticing beauty, holding wonder, and allowing the vulnerability of connection 

help soothe our difficulties and worries.  
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There is a misnomer that we are supposed to do it alone, when it is actually our 

connections that get us through. We need to know people care and gratitude 

becomes an even greater gift during difficult times. My sister in Manhattan texted 

me a video this week from her neighborhood, saying “This happens every night at 

7 to thank healthcare workers.” People were cheering out their windows. 

Rediscovering that there is kindness and love around you, is vital to holding onto 

your own sense of humanity and knowing that sacredness still exists. 

 

Sometimes we find the sacred in something as simple as baking banana bread, 

which we discovered in the chat last week is on everyone’s tabernacle table. 

Laughter, even in difficult times, is also at that table. The windows of our 

tabernacles are now Microsoft ones that allow us to see each other, so we may 

still gather when we are apart. That feeling of connection, more than anything, 

offers us an oasis and helps us breathe through the week.  

 

Positivity and hope are not magic pills that turn everything into rainbows and 

butterflies, but rather guides to hold onto through the storm when the swirling 

sand is blinding us. Ultimately, the storm will move on. Meanwhile, we’re in it 

together, even from afar. So, let’s build a tabernacle to which we can bring our 

struggles, be present to our feelings, and find courage and strength in what is 

most sacred. Amen and blessed be. 


